WANTED

- Known to be armed and dangerous if not restrained by a chain or stand.
- If it falls and the nozzle CRACKS, it has been known to go straight through cinder block walls without stopping!
- Good at disguising itself as a mild mannered, indispensable Oxygen Tank.

Additional aliases: Nitrous Oxide tank, Compressed Air Tank, Argon Tank, CARBONATED BEVERAGE CYLINDER, Etc.

Generic Name: Compressed Gas Cylinder
Nick Name: UNGUIDED MISSLE

Special Handling Instructions:
- Must never be allowed into an MRI unit unless it is made of aluminum!
- Only one (1) tank can be secured by a strap or chain.

More dangerous when it is part of a gang.

A “gang” is defined as thirteen (13) or more of the “E” (small) compressed gas cylinders OR one (1) “H” and three (3) “E” compressed gas cylinders.

IF YOU HAVE A “GANG”, CHECK HSE POLICY # 018 IMMEDIATELY TO DETERMINE PROPER STORAGE CONDITIONS! Storage conditions depend on the total volume of compressed gas cylinders in your area.

If Found Unrestrained, Must Be Restrained Immediately!

Your Reward for Properly Restraining a Compressed Gas Cylinder May Be Saving a Life – Possibly Your Own!

For Assistance or Questions
Please Call Health, Safety & Environment (HSE)
410-955-5918
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